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SANITARY WARE SPECIFICATION SHEET

Illustration/ DrawingItem Descriptions Stern (Israel) "Behind Mirror Foam SD"

Touch free electronic foam soap dispenser

for for hidden installation behind the mirror

in AC Supply with 5m wire AC 110-240 Vac

50/60Hz to 12V 2.5A IP68 waterproof

switching transformer

Acme Sanitary Ware Co. Ltd

Mr. Eric Wong/ Mr. Don Yuen

Finish Chrome Plated

Behind Mirror Foam Soap Dispenser

Supplier

Model

Code Number 280250

* All information of the above is for the reference only. No prior notice is made if any changes.                                             

BEHIND MIRROR FOAM SOAP DISPENSER Ref # 280250

Touch-free electronic foam dispenser for concealed installation behind the mirror.

Activated by infrared sensor. Chrome plated spout. Includes a 1 liter soap bottle and bottle

support. To be used with non-proprietary soap for maximum savings. Adjustable settings by

remote control: Soap dosage, air quantity (“foamability”), soap tank refill, temporary off

and reset to factory settings.

Application:

The concealed, easy installation behind the washroom mirror offers an elegant, sleek and

minimalistic design, ideal for office buildings, hotels and leisure sites, airports and

transportation hubs and luxurious commercial locations.

Use:

Touch-free electronic foam soap dispenser operated by infrared sensor. The foam dispenser

automatically activates when users place their hands within sensor range, providing a

measured amount of foam (adjustable by remote control). If the users remove the hand

before the full amount is dispensed, the soap dispenser immediately stops the foam flow.
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SPARE PARTS LIST

Note: In order to locate the relevant spare part, please check the corresponding parts and part mumber in the drawing. Minimum order

quantity will be required.

* All information of the above is for the reference only. No prior notice is made if any changes.                                             










